
An American Take on Iraq 
Naomi Wallace's The Retreating Country

at the AUC *

When Yara Atef, a Theatre/Broadcast Journalism senior at the 
A UC, rang up to invite me to a performance she was doing at the 
Howard theatre as a senior project on 26 and 27 February, it did not 
occur to me to ask what the play was or who was directing. I had 
watched her in several AUC productions over the past two years and 
have been consistently impressed by her vigorous stage presence, her 
robust, unsentimental approach to acting and her intense, finely detailed 
physical interpretation of often difficult and complex parts, well beyond 
her years or scope of experience. It would be interesting to watch her 
tackling another part and see how far she has developed. "Lovely. 
Thanks for telling me," was all I said. The same evening I got a call 
from Ferial Ghazoul, an expatriate Iraqi professor of Arabic literature 
at the AUC, telling me there would be a play about Iraq written by 
a woman at the Howard on the same dates. It turned out to be the 
same performance Yara had mentioned. I automatically 
assumed the playwright was Iraqi and this made the project seem 
more interesting. It is not often that one gets to see plays by Iraqi 
women, and there are such a few of them around. 

I went to the theatre expecting a play in Arabic. There was a big 
crowd and a crush at the door. I was handed a programme as I 
squeezed my way through but did not get the chance to look at it. The 
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few minutes before the performance were taken up with finding my 
seat, watching more and more people streatming in and wondering 
with growing anxiety how many more that small hall could 
accommodate and whether there would be enough oxygen to go 
round. I was also frantically trying to shrink my legs somehow to half 
their size and stuff them under the chair to make a bit more room for 
the steadily growing rows of people sitting on the floor in front of 
me. And all the while I was grappling with a painful wave of 
nostalgia which assailed me as soon as I heard the old Iraqi songs 
playing in the background. 

The singing faded as the lights dimmed. When they came up 
again, Yara, in old, faded jeans and a shirt was lying on the floor, 
straight on her back, holding a hardcover book that hid her face. If 
you. didn't know who was playing you wouldn't be able to tell if the 
figure was of a man of a woman. This turned out to be significant 
later on when I discovered that the character in the original play was 

• I 

an Iraqi man called Ali. At that moment, however, it seemed of little 
import. Just a curious detail. She slowly sat up, trying to balance the 
heavy book first on three fingers, then on her head, carefully got up 
and walked around with it in measured steps before flicking her head 
back and letting it drop. When she finally spoke, telling us that 
nowadays expensive books like the one she had been playing with 
could be picked up at the side of the road for next to nothing, I was 
quite startled. She was obviously speaking of Iraq; but why in 
English? Still assuming that the writer was Iraqi, l thought that 
perhaps she had written the play in exile for an English-speaking 
audience or had wanted to distance her subject from herself 
emotionally to preserve its dramatic integrity and avoid sentimentality.
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memories, harrowing memories, funny anecdotes, documented facts, 
hard statistics, snatches of poetry (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Hart 
Crane and Robert Frost) and two vivid vignettes of a family member 
and a friend. 

The two portraits pick out the most distinctive and somewhat 
unusual features of their subjects and render them dramatically, with 
affectionate humour and loving care, through the words, voice and 
movement of the speaker. The first is of a beloved dyslexic friend, 
called Samir Saboura, who was tall and handsome, had big, black eyes, 
could tell jokes, recognise a book by its smell, recited poetry at the most 
inopportune moments and walked like a pigeon. The second is of a 
dear, eccentric grandmother, tall and hard as a big stick, who "drank 
her coffee out of a Campbell's Soup can" because she loved everything 
American, was a bit of a blasphemer, had only three teeth in front, sang 
her lullabies "like an old soft motor, clinking and clanking" and 
maintained "that song was not in the tooth but in the roof of the mouth, 
where God lives." As grandma Lak'aa Faseeh Zayer, as she is called, 
and the dyslexic Samir Saboura threaded their way through Yara's 
monologue, sometimes stepping into the centre, at others receding to 
the margins, they seemed to acquire a physical presence and become 
characters in their own right, as real as the speaker facing us who 
conjured them into being. 

And because we get to love them, the news of their deaths and the 
barbarous, ignominious manner in which both are killed hit us with the 
full force of a cannon ball. The bare, simple, matter of fact style in 
which both deaths were reported and the eerily quiet and even voice in 
which Yara delivered the words contrasted sharply, disconcertingly, 
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